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BAE Systems to 
exhibit at Kuwait 
Aviation Show
KUWAIT: BAE Systems is set to be a lead exhibitor at
next week’s Kuwait Aviation Show 2020, taking place
between the 15 and 18 January near Kuwait
International Airport. A world-leader in defense tech-
nologies, and a long-term partner of the State of
Kuwait, BAE Systems is a silver sponsor of the Kuwait
Aviation Show. Mr. Mark Simpkins, Regional Vice
President Middle East, BAE Systems, said: “BAE
Systems is delighted to once again take part in the
Kuwait Aviation Show, having exhibited at the inaugu-
ral event in 2018. 

“At this year’s show the company will highlight BAE
Systems’ continued commitment to supporting the
Government’s 2035 Vision to transform Kuwait to an
international hub for business and commerce. The com-
pany will also promote its industrial position in Kuwait
and how that is set to be enhanced in the coming years.

“The BAE Systems team looks forward to meeting
and engaging with our friends and partners during the
Kuwait Aviation Show 2020 and showcasing the many
ways the company continues to support Kuwaitization,
particularly in the air sector.” Following the opening of
its office in 2008, BAE Systems’ presence in Kuwait
was underpinned by long term investments and a com-
mitment towards contributing to New Kuwait Vision
2035, especially in the areas of STEM and empowering
young Kuwaiti youth. 

The company has partnered with several govern-
ment and private organizations in Kuwait since 2008 to
deliver STEM training and workshops to hundreds of
Kuwaiti youth. These events provide young people
with critical skills that are crucial to the future of
Kuwait and achieving its ambitions while inspiring them
to pursue further education and careers in different
STEM fields.  Most recently, BAE Systems partnered
with the Ministry of Education in November 2019 to
deliver a week-long STEM workshop around
Renewable Energy which successfully engaged more
than 800 students. For more information about BAE
Systems’ products and solutions and its presence in
Kuwait, please visit us during the Kuwait Aviation
Show (stand C9), from 15 to 18 January. 

The Business Year renews its partnership 
with KDIPA; cooperation enters 5th year 

MoU signed in the build-up to publication of The Business Year: Kuwait 2020
KUWAIT: The Business Year has renewed its partnership
with the Kuwait Direct Investment Promotion Authority
(KDIPA) in the build-up to the publication of The Business
Year: Kuwait 2020. At an MoU signing ceremony in the
offices of KDIPA, Mohammed Yousef Mulla Yaqoub,
Assistant Director-General for Business Development, and
The Business Year representatives Kristel Molema, Kuwait
Country Manager, and Cameron Saunders, the Country
Editor, officially agreed to continue its partnership, now
entering its fifth year, in its efforts to compile an economic
report on the state of the Kuwaiti economy.

This year’s publication will investigate all aspects of the
Kuwaiti economy, highlighting especially the trend of digi-
talization, a disruptive technological transformation with
far-reaching effects across many sectors of the economy. 

“We feel that what is happening here on the ground is
truly innovative,” commented Molema after the signing.
“Kuwait is fast becoming a leader in the digital sphere for
the entire GCC region, and we are here today to give
account of these impressive developments, whether they be
in banking, oil and gas, or logistics. Indeed, digitalization is
poised to become a pillar of the new Kuwaiti economy.” 

This technological transformation will be the subject of
an event, Time for Change: Digitalization in Kuwait, that
will take place in Kuwait City in early April, 2020. 

The Business Year is a business intelligence media plat-
form headquartered in London. Active in thirty-five coun-
tries, it investigates economic developments and provides
content which is of great use to both investors abroad and
to businesspeople at home. 

KUWAIT: Mohammed Yousef Mulla Yaqoub (right), Kristel Molema (center) and Cameron
Saunders during the signing of the MoU. KUWAIT: Mohammed Yousef Mulla Yaqoub (right) and Kristel Molema sign the MoU.

The long-awaited 
Huawei Mate 30 
Pro 5G arrives 
to Kuwait
KUWAIT: The long-waited “King of 5G smartphones”
Huawei Mate 30 Pro 5G is available for pre-order from
16th January 2020 in unique tones of Emerald Green and a
variant with Vegan Leather Orange. Available across
Huawei stores, selected retailers and online platforms for a
price of KD 299.900.

The Huawei Mate 30 Pro 5G is the world’s first second
generation 5G smartphone, using Kirin 990 5G chipset
that allows support for 2G/3G/4G as well as 5G NSA
(non-standalone network) and 5G SA (standalone net-
work), which allows users to be prepared for the eventual
seamless transition of 5G networks from NSA to the faster
and more efficient SA networks. Additionally, the HUAWEI
Mate 30 Pro 5G also supports (5G+4G) dual SIM in addi-
tion to FDD and TDD covering a wide range of 5G fre-
quency bands. 

The innovative design also steps away from traditional
smartphone displays and brings a curved three-dimen-
sional Huawei Horizon Display for a more immersive view-
ing experience. Additionally, users can also enjoy AI
Gesture Control features that allows them to complete
tasks without having to touch their phone. AI Auto Rotate
will also ensure that viewing is not interrupted by auto-
matically rotating the screen according to the angle the
user is looking at the screen. Users can also use the EMUI
10 powered Multi-Screen Collaboration to wirelessly
stream their device to a compatible Huawei MateBook,
allowing for easier data transfer and seamless operation
between both devices. 

The Halo Ring design also features the world’s first
40MP dual main camera that provides users with stunning
results with every click, be it photos or videos, even in low
light. Taking it a step further is the Ultra Low-Light Video,
which allows users to record stunning videos in low-light
with ISO up to 512,000, the highest ever on smartphone
cameras, easily rivalling professional video cameras. Users
can also record Ultra Slow-Motion videos at 7680 fps,
which was earlier possible only with professional equip-
ment.  This is supported by a large 4500 mAh battery with

27W Wireless and 40W Wired Huawei SuperCharge tech-
nology. The Huawei Mate 30 Pro 5G is also focused on
security, with features like AI Private View that hides noti-
fications when extra faces are detected and Trusted
Execution Environment (TEE) security to store sensitive
biometric information locally on the most secure part of

the chipset. Users can also unlock their device with dual-
biometric authentication comprising 3D Face Unlock and
In-screen Fingerprint. The new Huawei Mate 30 Pro 5G
does not pre-install Google Mobile Services, and users
will be able to download and enjoy the applications from
the Huawei AppGallery preinstalled in the device. 

The real price of 
Occidental’s 
‘costless’ 
oil hedge
NEW YORK:  In just 12 days, Occidental
Petroleum Corp pulled off one of the
biggest hedges against falling oil prices
ever placed by a US energy company. It
characterized the transaction as “costless”
but a Reuters review of regulatory filings,
market data and interviews shows that’s
not the whole story.

The aim of the complex financial
maneuver, the company said, was to help
preserve Occidental’s generous dividend to
shareholders as it sought to take over rival
Anadarko Petroleum for $38 billion last
summer in the biggest industry deal for
years. “With the additional leverage from
the Anadarko acquisition, these new
hedges will strengthen our 2020 cash flow
in a low oil price environment, and provide
additional assurance that our dividend is
safe, while we are deleveraging,”
Occidental’s Chief Financial Officer Cedric
Burgher told an earnings call in August.

However, to secure the hedge swiftly
and discreetly and to avoid paying its
bankers a fee for arranging it, the company
took a bigger potential hit to future rev-
enues with only limited protection against
falling oil prices, according to a source
with direct knowledge of the transaction.
While Occidental disclosed the financial
details of the hedge in filings, fulfilling its
regulatory obligations, the fact that the

company took on the additional risk to
secure the transaction fast and to avoid
banker fees has not been previously
reported.

Occidental declined to comment for this
story. Hedges are used by a variety of
companies. Airlines use them to protect
against rising fuel prices and energy pro-
ducers use them to lock in revenue, usually
by buying a put option, a type of derivative
contract, which gives them the right to sell
oil at a predetermined future price.

Occidental used a complex series of
transactions for its hedge, which was
arranged by Bank of America Merrill Lynch
and Citigroup, according to six sources
with direct knowledge of the trades. The
summer hedge covered nearly 110 million
barrels of oil, or 300,000 barrels a day,
each for 2020 and 2021, nearly enough to
meet the annual oil imports of Australia.

Bank of America Merrill Lynch and
Citigroup declined to comment. The hedge
meant the firm could sell the oil at a mini-
mum of $55 a barrel in 2020, even if crude
prices fell below that, to a limit of $45 a
barrel; but the company’s selling price was
capped at $74.09, and it would lose out on
any revenue earned from oil prices rising
beyond that mark.

Occidental capped revenues for 2020
and also 2021 but only got downside pro-
tection for 2020 - a lopsided deal some-
times referred to as a naked hedge.
Limiting future revenue without getting a
guarantee against falling prices is unusual
in the energy sector. While Occidental has
disclosed the details of the 2020 hedge in
regulatory filings, the absence of a hedge
against falling oil prices in 2021 was not
explicitly mentioned. The company said the
2021 options were meant to increase the
maximum selling price it would receive for

2020 sales. “Occidental entered into the
2021 call options to substantially improve
the ceiling price that the Company will
receive for the contracted commodity vol-
umes in 2020,” it said in a filing.

Some analysts said investors should
have been given more information about
the potential implications of the hedge. “It
seems very strange that they left a naked
hedge in 2021 which capped upside but
offered no downside protection,” said
David Katz, president and CIO of Matrix
Asset Advisors, which owns 0.3 percent of
Occidental’s shares.

However, other analysts said Occidental
needed to secure a hedge quickly to
defuse some of the pressure from
investors. “Doing this gives Oxy a lot of
flexibility in 2020 with cash flow,” said
Trisha Curtis, President of PetroNerds, an
energy analytics and advisory firm special-
izing in US shale. “You can’t have an acqui-
sition that big and then willy-nilly hope
that oil prices hold up. Regardless of what
it cost them, it was needed for a number of
reasons.”

Revenue-limiting options
Occidental has said publicly that it does

not regularly hedge its oil sales because it
does not want to give up potential revenue.
The last time the company hedged was in
2005, also following an acquisition. In the
summer of 2019, Occidental was under
pressure to demonstrate that its dividend
was being protected.

Billionaire activist investor Carl Icahn
was campaigning against the Anadarko
deal and Anadarko itself had issued a regu-
latory filing on July 29 saying its calcula-
tions showed that Occidental, even without
an acquisition, would not be able to gener-
ate enough cash to pay its dividend for the

next three years.Occidental executives
wanted to be able to announce the hedge
to reassure investors when they presented
second-quarter results on July 31, accord-
ing to three sources with direct knowledge
of the transaction. Bank of America and
Citigroup had been advising Occidental on
the Anadarko acquisition. Now their
traders had about two weeks to complete
the hedge.

Acting on Occidental’s behalf, Bank of
America Merrill Lynch and Citigroup sold
two types of derivative contracts, with the
intention of using the proceeds from the
sales to fund the purchase of a put option
locking in Occidental’s oil revenues at $55
a barrel for 2020, according to the six
sources. In illiquid private markets, big
transactions are more difficult, and there-
fore more expensive, to execute. If rival
traders get wind of a deal before it is fully
executed, they could get in first with their
own buy or sell orders, pushing up or
down the target price.

In the case of Occidental’s hedge, the
large volume of oil and the tight time frame
to insure it meant the banks were not going
to be able to raise enough money from
selling derivative contracts for 2020 alone
to cover the cost of the hedge, the first
source said. To fill the gap and avoid hav-
ing to present Occidental with a large bill,
the banks sold similar revenue-limiting
options for 2021, the source said.

Selling the 2021 options also increased
the amount of money the banks could make
because they were selling additional con-
tracts on Occidental’s behalf. Derivatives
trades require only minimal disclosure and
it is unclear how much of a profit the banks
made from the Occidental deal. Bank of
America Merrill Lynch and Citigroup
declined to comment. — Reuters

Boeing employees’ 
emails bemoan 
culture of ‘arrogance’
NEW YORK: Contempt for regulators, airlines and their
own colleagues coupled with a casual approach to safety:
a series of emails by Boeing employees paint an unflatter-
ing portrait of a company culture of “arrogance” imbued
with a fixation on cost-cutting.

The emails underscore the task awaiting incoming CEO
David Calhoun when he takes the company’s reins on
Monday, under intense pressure to restore public confi-
dence-and that of aviation regulators worldwide-after two
fatal crashes of the 737 MAX aircraft.

The emails were contained in some 100 pages of docu-
ments dated between 2013 and 2018 and transmitted to US
lawmakers by the Seattle-based aviation giant. The mes-
sages were seen by AFP after their release Thursday.
Often cutting, dismissive, mocking or cavalier, the mes-
sages show that Boeing’s current difficulties reach far
beyond the 737 MAX, shining a light on a level of dysfunc-
tion that seems almost unimaginable for a company that
helped democratize air travel-and which builds the US
president’s iconic Air Force One airplane.

The emails show that Boeing tried to play down the
role of its MCAS flight-control system in order both to
avoid the costs involved in having to train pilots on the
system in flight simulators and to speed the federal
green-lighting of the MAX plane. Investigators singled
out the role of the MCAS (the  Maneuvering
Characteristics Augmentation System) in the fatal crashes
of MAX planes flown by Indonesia’s Lion Air (October
29, 2018) and Ethiopian Airlines (March 10, 2019). Those
crashes claimed 346 lives and led to the plane’s world-
wide grounding last March. — AFP


